
THE GENETIC GENEALOGY OF THE AMISH-MENNONITE KAUFFMAN-
COFFMAN FAMILIES

(alternate title:
THE GENETIC GENEALOGY OF SOME MENNONITE AND AMISH KAUFFMAN-

COFFMAN FAMILIES)

For generations, people with Mennonite Kauffman1  ancestors have traced their 
lineage back to Andrew Kauffman (A) or Michael Kauffman (C), both 1717 immigrants to 
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, featured in Charles Fahs Kauffman’s monumental book, A 
Genealogy and History of the Kauffman-Coffman Families of North America (hereinafter 
“KCL”).2  In his introduction, Kauffman also compiled a listing of European ancestors whom 
he traced back to Jacob Kauffmann [b ca 1550].3 

For those tracing their descent from Amish Kauffman ancestors, one early tradition 
suggested that they descended from a 1754 immigrant, Jacob Kauffman, as noted in the 
Mennonite Encyclopedia.4  However, later research by Hugh F. Gingerich and Rachel W. 
Kreider resulted in the 1986 publication of the by now classic, Amish and Amish Mennonite 
Genealogies  (hereinafter “AAMG”),5  which proposed a new progenitor of Amish 
Kauffman families, Isaac Kauffman (KF) who married Anna Streit.  In the last several years, 
DNA6  testing has disproved some of these earlier accepted Kauffman family listings and 
confirmed others.  The presumed ancestry line most disrupted is that of Jacob Kauffman 
(KF11) (1737-ca 1818). The AAMG placed him, with some reservations and question 

1 Spellings of the name also include Coffman, Kaufman, Koffman, Kowfman, and other variations, with one 
or two “f”s and/or “n”s.  

2   Charles Fahs Kauffman, A Genealogy and History of the Kauffman-Coffman Families of 
North America, pub. by  author, York, Pa., 1940, reproduced 1986;  title on cover is The 
Kauffman-Coffman Lineages, commonly and hereinafter designated KCL; coding for 
individuals used here unless noted otherwise..  

3    KCL, p.xii-xix.

4    H.S. Bender, Mennonite Encyclopedia,  Mennonite Publishing  House, Scottdale, Pa., 
1957, Vol. III, p 156. Now available at website GAMEO (Global Anabaptist Mennonite 
Encyclopedia Online), launched by Mennonite Historical Society of Canada; hereinafter 
ME.

5    Hugh F. Gingerich and Rachel W. Kreideer, Amish and Amish Genealogies,  Pequea 
Publishers, Gordonville, Pa., 1986, p. 159-180;  hereinafter AAMG; coding for individuals 
used here unless noted otherwise.  Currently under revision.

6 Kauffman DNA Project at FamilyTreeDNA (www.familytreedna.com).
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marks, in the line Isaac Kauffman (KF) as Isaac’s grandson.  However, DNA testing indicates 
that Jacob is not, in fact, descended from Amish progenitor Isaac Kauffman (KF) or his 
lineage, but rather from Mennonite progenitor Michael Kauffman (C) or his lineage.  

Additional DNA testing has confirmed that others thought to be sons of Isaac (KF) 
were indeed of his lineage and probably his sons.  Furthermore, it links Mennonite 
progenitor Andrew Kauffman (“A” in KCL) and (“K71122” in AAMG) to the lineage of the 
Amish Isaac Kauffman (KF) family.   Finally, it links a Kauffman lineage without any known 
Amish or Mennonite ties, that of Solomon Kauffman, with both Andrew (A) and Isaac’s (KF) 
lineages.7  

Additionally, the DNA results have confirmed that those thought to be sons of 
Michael Kauffman (C), in particular Martin Kauffman (D) and David Kauffman (F), are indeed 
descendants of this lineage and probable sons of Michael himself.

Ancient Kauffman and Amish-Mennonite History:

Charles Fahs Kauffman researched the European origins of Kauffman lineages.  As 
he noted, the German meaning of the name is “merchant” or “trader”.  He found ten ancient 
Kauffman coats of arms, indicating at least that many different families in regions including 
Cantons Bern, Basel and Zurich in present day Switzerland; and Baden, Wurttemberg, and 
Bavaria in present day Germany, as well as other lesser known cities or regions.8  

The first Kauffman he recorded was Arnold Kofman, living in the Bernese Oberland 
in 1303, followed by a few other citations into the early 1500s.  But he did not connect any 
of them with the complicated extended family listing he compiled of Jacob Kaufmann and 
his two wives of Canton Bern, which holds to a common ancestor for both Michael (C) and 
Isaac (KF), now disproved by DNA results.  His first documentation for Jacob Kaufmann 
was in 1580, when Jacob Kaufmann and Christini Raber had a daughter Anna baptized, as 
recorded in the baptismal book of Steffisburg parish.  In 1584, after Christini died, when 
Jacob married Anna Burcki, the church record stated that Jacob was from Schopfen, in the 
vicinity of Basel.  Charles Kauffman concluded that this Schopfen was in Baden, in present 
day Germany, “where the Kaufmann family had lived long before this time,” there being no 
such city named that in today’s Switzerland.9 

Wherever Kauffman families lived in that region of Europe, it was a time of social, 
political and religious ferment.  The Protestant Reformation had branched away from the 
7  KCL, Appendix S., p. 713.

8    KCL, p. vii-x. 

9    Ibid., p.xii.
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Catholic Church into Lutheran and Reformed movements, with the emergence of the 
Anabaptist movement in Switzerland in 1525 being yet a third branch.  One primary tenet 
of Anabaptism, as reflected in the name given it by opponents, was that baptism was for 
adults.  Thus, those who had been baptized as infants and were rebaptized as adults were 
Anabaptists.  Their name, Mennonite, came from an early Dutch leader, Menno Simons.
 This position had political implications.  Government officials considered it a 
renunciation of loyalty to the state, which mandated the religion of its citizens.  Because 
governmental authorities considered the Anabaptists disloyal if not downright dangerous to 
their society, they embarked on decades of persecution, even martyrdom.  At best, 
Anabaptists suffered banishment, exile, economic ruin, family disintegration.  Many sought 
a friendlier homeland.  At various times and places, officials or landowners in regions in 
Germany, France or Holland were more open to Anabaptist families than was Switzerland, 
and many who eventually emigrated to North America settled transitionally in such regions.

Before any of these Kauffman families emigrated to North America, a division 
occurred among Swiss Mennonites.  Between 1693 and 1700, a more conservative group 
left to form what became known as the Amish church, named after its leader, Jacob 
Amman.  Following this division, religious and social relationships became severely 
strained.  In at least one instance, Amish protested riding on the same ship as 
Mennonites.10 

Out of this milieu came Kauffman immigrants to North America, both Mennonite and 
Amish, settling for the most part in geographically separated communities.  This article will 
feature Mennonite and Amish Kauffman progenitors to whom DNA testing relates:  
Michael (C), Andrew (A), Isaac (KF), and Jacob (KF11).11  

Michael (KFM)

Some genealogists suspect that Michael Kauffman (KFM) was the same man that 
Charles Fahs Kauffman identifies as born 14 March 1675 in Switzerland, son of Michael 
Kauffman and Elsbeth Hirsing.12  One researcher placed him, as an adult but with no date, 

10    Steven M. Nolt, A History of the Amish, Good Books, Intercourse, Pa.,1992, p.46.  

11   From this point forward, the coding of this article is adjusted to provide consistency in format, with 
Michael (C in KCL, here KFM) and Andrew  (A in KCL, here KFA) taking the initials of their names.  Isaac 
(KF) and Jacob (KF11) are coded to reflect that to be used in the upcoming revised AAMG, which will 
change the coding for Jacob to KFC.   Mennonites Michael and Andrew will not appear in the primary  
Kauffman section of AAMG. 

12    KCL, p. xv.
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near Friesenheim,13  a village in the Palatinate now incorporated into the city of 
Ludwigshafen,14  along the Rhine River north of Basel.  Perhaps it was here that he and 
Andreas Kauffman met and married Kneisley sisters.15  A family tradition which says he 
lived for a time in Grunstadt, Hesse, Germany,16 may be correct.   Grunstadt is a few miles 
west of Mannheim, which is not far from Friesenheim/Ludwigshafen.   In 1709, Michael, age 
34, appeared in a census in Alsace, France, in the village of Baldenheim, with Anna 
Kneisley, wife; John, age 9; Elizabeth, age 6; Martin, age 1; and Andrew Kauffman, 19, 
brother.17   Baldenheim was near Selestat, a few miles north of Basel, Switzerland.  For at 
least several decades Mennonite families lived and worshiped there.18 

 It is thought that Michael arrived in Pennsylvania in 1717, along with Andrew 
Kauffman (KFA) and Isaac Kauffman (B)19 , also Mennonites.20  This appears consistent 
with a land patent dated in 1737 by “Michael Coffman’s Children” detailing 500 acres of 
land in present day Lancaster County, Pa., which was surveyed on Monday, 02 June 
1718.  This parcel of land is near or part of present day Landisville.21  Michael died in 
1718, only a year after he arrived in Pennsylvania.22   

Michael’s first wife, name unknown, was the mother of Michael’s children, John and 
13    J.V. Richard Kaufman letters and papers, 19 Mar 1987 and 07 May 1998,  in the 
Kauffman Vertical File at Lancaster Mennonite Historical Society. Cited by 
permission,Lancaster Mennonite Historical Society, 2215 Millstream Rd., Lancaster, PA 
17602-1199.  All rights reserved.

14  “Friesenehim, “ ME, Vol. II, p. 406.

15  J.V. Richard Kauffman, op.cit.

16   KCL, p. 480.

17    Census pages 73-75, from Richard Warren Davis on MennoSearch.com, provided by 
Richard Caufman in 08 Apr 2006 email to Hope Kauffman Lind.   DNA tests indicate that 
this brother Andrew was not the Andrew (A) in KCL who is KFA subsequently in this article. 

18 “Baldenheim, “ ME, Vol. I, p. 215.  

19 KCL coding, p. 330

20    KCL, p. 330; Richard Warren Davis, Emigrants, Refugees and Prisoners, pub. by 
author, Provo, Utah, 1995, Vol. I, p. 39.  

21    Ibid., p.480-481.

22    Davis, p. 29, f # 20, quoting Harry  M. Strickler, History of Page County, Virginia, 1952.
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Elizabeth. 23  He then married Anna Kneisley,24  a sister of Elizabeth “Kneissle,” wife of 
the 1717 immigrant Andrew Kauffman (KFA).  Anna was the mother of Michael’s five 
younger children, the last one born shortly before, if not after, Michael’s death at age forty-
three.  

KCL places Michael (KFM) in a possible parental family in Switzerland, listing his 
father as Michael Kauffman (May 28, 1648, married Elsbeth Hirsing) and grandfather as 
Michael Kauffman (Oct. 1, 1620-, married Anna Brendli).  However, this outline also lists 
Isaac Kauffman (Nov. 20, 1653-, married Elsbeth Mergerdt) as Michael’s (KFM) brother.  
This Isaac is believed to be the father of Isaac Kauffman (KF).   Since DNA testing has 
proved that Isaac (KF) and Michael (KFM) are unrelated, then Charles Fahs Kauffman’s 
ancestral outline is incorrect.

Furthermore, Andrew Kauffman, listed in Charles Fah Kauffmans book as “A,” has 
also been shown to be a genetic match to Isaac (KF) Kauffman’s lineage.  Thus, he cannot 
be the same “Andrew Kauffman” listed as Michael’s brother in the 1709 census of  
Baldenheim in Alsace, France.

Descendants of Martin Kauffman (D)25  and David Kauffman (F)26 , thought to be sons 
of Michael Kauffman (KFM), were tested as part of the Kauffman DNA Project and found to 
be genetic matches, supporting the belief of their common ancestry and descent from 
Michael Kauffman.  Martin Kauffman (D) was a Mennonite minister,27  and his son, Martin 
Kauffman Jr. (D1), known as Martin “Whitehouse” Kauffman, relocated to Virginia, where he 
built “The White House Church.”  This Mennonite Church was built shortly before the 
outbreak of the American Revolution, when Mennonites divided over participation in the 
war.  When Martin Kauffman (D1) found himself in a church favoring war, he left and began 
preaching in his own home -- the White House, still standing today along the banks of the 
Shenandoah River.28 

23    KCL, p. 480 ff., names only these two as Michael’s children, apparently from his first 
wife.  

24    1709 census.  Spellings for this surname include Kneissley, Kneissle, Nisley, Nisly, 
Nissley, and perhaps others.

25 KCL, p. 514-518.

26 KCL, p.561-562.

27 KCL,  p. 515

28 KCL, p, 516-518; Harry Anthony Brunk, History of Mennonites in Virginia, 1727-1900, pub. by author, 
Harrisonburg, Va., 1959, p.26-28. 
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Andreas/Andrew (KFA)

The date of birth of the 1717 immigrant Andrew Kauffman is not known, but is 
estimated at about 1690.  KCL states he came from Friesenheim, in Oberamt of Neustadt, 
Palatinate, where he is recorded as a Mennonite in 1716.29   He married Elizabeth Kneissle, 
thought to be his second wife, a sister of Anna, second wife of Michael Kauffman (KFM). 30 

In September 1717, Andrew acquired two hundred acres of land in Lancaster 
County, near Millersburg.  His land adjoined that of one Isaac Kauffman (“B”), thought to be 
his brother.31  Their land was about five miles east of the 500 acres surveyed for immigrant 
Michael (KFM).32 
 Later, Andrew bought more land which he parceled out to four of his sons.  He 
became a naturalized citizen in 1727.  Andrew is documented in deeds and a will in 
Lancaster County.  He died in 1743, when his twelfth named child, Isaac, was a mere two 
years old.33  Like Michael (KFM), Andrew had children who followed the Mennonite faith 
and is regarded as a Mennonite himself. 

Although Charles Fahs Kauffman presumed that the immigrant Andrew was the 
trouser-knitter documented in Steffisburg, Switzerland, other researchers consider it more 
likely that Andrew (KFA) was instead a son of the Hosenstriker, or trouser-knitter, Andreas 
Kaufmann, who was born or christened 13 November 1668.  In 1689, at age 21, he 
completed his apprenticeship as a trouser-knitter.  About that time, he left the Steffisburg 
area, according to court notes of November 1696, indicating that he had departed 
approximately seven years before.34   Although Charles Fahs Kauffman considered 
Andreas (b. 1668) “the trouser-knitter,” to be the 1717 immigrant, Andreas would have 
been 73 years old in 1741, the year the twelfth child was born, which makes him unlikely to 
be the immigrant Andrew.35  
29 KCL, p. 1.

30   KCL, p. 512.

31    KCL, p.330; AAMG, p.571, f2.  Isaac “B” is not outlined in this article because none of 
his descendants have participated in the Kauffman DNA Project.

32   KCL, p.1, 481; distance calculated from a map.

33    KCL, p. xii, 1,287; AAMG, p.571, f2.

34    KCL,p. xiii-xiv; AAMG p. 571, f2.

35    Ibid. and p. 1; AAMG, p. 571. 
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The father of Andreas “the trouser-knitter” was Hans Kaufmann, born or christened 
15 January 1643, apparently at Steffisburg,  Later, he was a citizen of Schiltach, 
Wurttemberg, perhaps because his wife, Katrina Arnold, was from there.  He worked in the 
Black Forest transporting wood.  From this region, his son Andreas had gone to Steffisburg 
for his apprenticeship.36  Hans died in The Netherlands37  on 14 February 1675.

What links Hans (b 1643) and his son Andreas (b 1668) is a document concerning 
the estate of Johannes Kaufmann, born or christened 29 June 1617, who first married Anna 
Eichelberger.  He married second, in 1648, Elizabeth Christner; and in 1658 he married 
third, Anna Oesh.  In 1696, Christian Eichelberger was the administrator of the estate of the 
children and grandchildren of Hans Kaufmann and Anna Eichelberger.  Andreas “the trouser-
knitter,” apparently a grandson of Johannes, was named among the children and 
grandchildren, but was not in Steffisburg to receive his share of the estate.38  

Thus, the estate document connects Johannes Kaufmann (b. 1617) with Hans 
Kaufmann (b. 1643) and Andreas Kaufmann (b. 1668) as grandfather, son and grandson.  
Gingerich and Kreider tentatively gave Andreas (b. 1668) sons named Isaac and Andreas, 
who could be the 1717 immigrants Andrew (KFA) and Isaac (“B” in KFC).

 The DNA tests link Mennonite Andrew (KFA) with the lineage of the Amish Isaac 
Kauffman (KF), indicating a common ancestor in Switzerland, as the family listing in KFC 
would indicate.  This ancestor would likely be Niklaus Kaufmann, born or christened 17 
January 1617, and his wife Elsi Blank.39   Also linked by the DNA Project results is 
Solomon Kauffman, who landed in Pennsylvania in 1750, settling first in Lancaster County, 
then later in York County.  Solomon was neither Amish nor Mennonite and, in fact, many 
of his descendants became members of the Moravian Church.40  

Isaac (KF)

Isaac Kauffman (KF) was born or christened on 11 January 1685 in Switzerland.  On 
24 Sept 1706, he married Anna Streit.  They lived at Homberg, near Steffisburg, but 
before 19 January 1714, they fled the country.  When his mother died in 1715, his brothers 
Jacob and Christian and brothers-in-law Peter and Christian Ruchti placed claims for their 

36    KCL, p.xiii-xiv.

37 KCL, p.xiii;  the ”Niederland”  was probably  today’s The Netherlands.

38    Ibid.

39    KCL, p. xiii-xviii.

40 KCL, Appendix S, p.713.
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shares, but disapproved of Isaac receiving any because he had brought debt on the family 
and left the country.41   

Isaac Koffman was on list of the ship Virtuous Grace, which arrived in Philadelphia on 
24 September 1737.  While he was listed as 55 years of age, his age as computed from 
his birth year was 52, but this discrepancy has not raised serious questions about this being 
a different person. Listed with him were Hans Koffman, age 24, and Isaac Koffman, age 
19.42   Women and boys under age 16 were not listed, but probably the family included 
Isaac’s wife Anna and perhaps younger children.  It is this son, Hans/John, age 24, who has 
been considered the father of Jacob (KF11, now KFC), albeit with significant reservations.  
However, both DNA results and recent genealogy research now discredit such a 
placement.43 

There is little to document Isaac’s life in America.  Doubtless he settled in Berks 
County, Pennsylvania, in the sizable Amish community that developed there after his 
arrival.  However, no land grants were issued in his name, in the judgment of compilers of 
Early Amish Land Grants in Berks County, Pennsylvania.  Rather, genealogists consider 
the Isaac who owned several tracts of land to be Isaac Kauffman (KF3), son of the 
immigrant Isaac.44 

Isaac (KF) is believed to be the son of noted Anabaptist leader Isaac Kauffman, 
born or christened 20 November 1653, who on 16 February 1676 married Elsbeth 
Mergerdt.  Elsbeth died in 1715; Isaac lived much longer, until approximately 1741, when a 
report indicated that he died somewhere else than Switzerland.45  Before he joined and 
became a strong leader in Jacob Amman’s conservative group, he was a sponsor for a 
number of babies baptized in the Reformed Church.  Some of their parents were or 
became Anabaptists -- at times babies in Anabaptist families were baptized, whether 
forcibly or under great pressure or to avoid detection by authorities.  While Anabaptists did 
not regard infant baptism a valid expression of faith, they considered it no harm to the child, 

41    Ibid., p. xvii.

42    AAMG, p.159.

43   S. Duane Kauffman, “Was it an H or a K?  Another Look at the Tulpehocken John 
Kauffman and East Whiteland Jacob Kauffman Connection,”  Mennonite Family History, 
(hereinafter MFH), April 2006,  p. 114-115.

44    Gideon Fisher, ed., Pequea  Bruderschaft Library, Gordonville, Pa., 1990, p.  24.

45    KCL, p. xv;  Virgil Miller, The Swiss Family  Origins of the Amish-Mennonite Migration 
to America,” MFH, April 1993, p. 52.
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who could later chose baptism at an age of understanding.
As an ardent Anabaptist, Isaac had to keep relocating to avoid arrest.  He was often 

cited in civil or church documents.  But he was intransigent.  Imprisonment, fines, banishment 
-- nothing could sway him.  He foiled attempts to turn him over to the East India Company 
for forced transport to the East Indies.46  Eventually, he fled Switzerland and settled in 
Alsace, where adherents of the conservative Anabaptist movement, now known as the 
Amish, established communities.  His son Isaac (KF), the immigrant, lived his formative 
years in this, his father’s family.  

Until the Kauffman DNA Project was initiated, Isaac Sr., the father of Isaac (KF), was 
thought to be a brother of Michael Kauffman, the suspected father of Michael (KFM).  Now 
earlier assumptions have been shown to be incorrect.   The DNA results have in fact 
revealed that Michael Kauffman (KFM) and Isaac Kauffman (KF) are not of the same lineage
and do not share a common Kauffman ancestor with each other.  

The AAMG lists the sons of Isaac (KF) as John (KF1), Isaac (KF3), Stephen (KF4), 
Christian (KF5) and Jacob (KF6).  The last three sons are listed with question marks.  
However, DNA testing of descendants of Isaac (KF3), Stephen (KF4) and Christian (KF5) 
indicate that these lineages are indeed a genetic match, strongly suggesting that they are all 
sons of Isaac (KF) Kauffman and Anna Streit.

Jacob Kauffman (KFC)

Jacob Kauffman (KFC) was born January 1737, place and parentage unknown.  He 
died in East Whiteland Township, Chester County, Pennsylvania, about 1818, probably 
not long before his will was probated on 22 May 1818.  Likely he was buried
in an unmarked grave in the Union/Flat Road Graveyard near his home, across the road 
from the Amish meetinghouse. 47  

About 1763, Jacob married Elizabeth Zug, daughter of Christian Zug, a prominent 
1742 Amish immigrant to Berks County, Pennsylvania.  After her death, he married 
Veronica Yoder.  Sources differ about how many children he had with each wife.  AAMG 
attributes the first twelve children to his first wife, Elizabeth Zug, and four to his second, 
Veronica Yoder.  Another researcher has concluded that Elizabeth Zug was the mother of 
the first thirteen children.  Still others believe that sources indicate that she was the mother of 

46    KCL, p. xiv; ME,Vol. II, p. 122.

47    Robert Jesse Kauffman, The Search for my Kauffman Ancestors Through the 
Cobwebs and Shadows of Antiquity, Janesville, Wisc., by author, 2004; 23-102, esp. 23, 
69 ff; hereinafter  RJK; most exhaustive account of Jacob known.  Robert Kauffman email  
to  Hope K. Lind, 07 Dec 2005.
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only the first seven children.48   
It appears that Jacob lived near his father-in-law in Cumru Township,  Berks County, 

where his first six children were born.  When Christian Zug bought land in Chester County 
and moved there about 1773, Jacob moved likewise and bought land from Christian.49   In 
the following years, they lived as neighbors and worshiped with the Amish congregation of 
Chester Valley, also called the Malvern congregation, which constructed the first Amish 
meetinghouse in America.  They both were caught in the political and military battles of the 
Revolutionary War and, afterwards, filed remuneration for damages.50 

Robert Jesse Kauffman’s book, The Search for my Kauffman Ancestors through the 
Cobwebs and Shadows of Antiquity,51 notes that Jacob Kauffman’s signature appears in 
the Northkill Alms Book of Berks County where, in 1784, it appears he received alms to 
purchase prayer books, probably for the Malvern congregation of Chester Valley.  Jacob 
was ordained a deacon52  before 1782, as his receipt of  money for the alms book a 

48    AAMG, p. 160, shows Elizabeth as mother of twelve, Veronica as mother of the last 
four.  Researcher John Murray, in a May 23, 2006, paper sent by email to other 
researchers including Hope K. Lind, has analyzed the probate papers of Elizabeth’s father, 
Christian  Zug, and concludes that Elizabeth was still living in December 1789 and was thus 
the mother of the first thirteen children.  Sources suggesting that she was mother of only the 
first seven children, the last one being John, born 1774, include  a family Bible, known as 
“the Jacob Kauffman Bible,” present ownership unknown, as cited in C.Z . Mast, The 
Annals of Conestoga Valley, 1942, according to an email from Robert Kauffman, 19 Feb 
2006.  The information was written on the “fly leaves” of this Bible.  Also, the Biographical 
Cyclopedia of Chester County  of 1893 states, “Jacob was born in 1737 and is supposed 
to have been the father of the seven following children taken from a ‘Book of Martyrs’ which 
is an heirloom of the Kauffman family.”   Neither the “Book of Martyrs” nor any copy of it has 
ever been found, suggesting that the “Jacob Kauffman Bible” and “Book of Martyrs” may 
be the same book.  Finally, David Kurtz owns a little heirloom book called “The Eage [Age] 
of Christian Kurtz,” which lists only seven children from Jacob’s first wife.  From a copy of the 
page, it appears Christian listed the first seven children and then, at the bottom of the page, 
signed his name “Christian Curtz” on the first day of March 1791.  Christian Kurtz married 
Jacob’s second child, Barbara, as noted in AAMG, p. 160.

49 The Diary, an Amish newsletter, Aug., 1978, published by Pequea Publishers, Gordonville, Pa., then 
edited by Joseph  Beiler, an Amish minister and historian, as cited by  Robert J.Kauffman in a May 29,  
2006, email to Hope K. Lind.

50    RJK, p.46-58; J. Smith Futhey and Gilbert Cope, History  of Chester County, 
Pennsylvania..., Philadelphia, Louis H. Everts,1881, p. 104 ff.

51    Available from him at 1384 Saratoga Lane; Lake  Geneva, WI 53147.  

52 There is nothing to indicate that Jacob was a minister (preacher];  rather, his being in charge of the alms 
book suggests that he was a deacon.   RFK, page 24, apparently  an mistaken wording; May  27, 2006, 
email from him to Hope K. Lind says he does not recall ever reaidng that Jacob was a minister.
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few years later suggests. 
AAMG lists Jacob Kauffman (KF11) as the son of John (KF1) and grandson of  

Isaac Kauffman (KF).    But this was before DNA testing placed the Amish Jacob (now 
KFC) firmly within the lineage of Mennonite Michael (KFM).

In searching for exact relationship between Jacob and Michael, it should be noted 
that Jacob (KFC) was of an age to be a grandson, not a son, of Michael (KFM).  Yet he can 
not fit easily into the families of the several sons of Michael who moved from Pennsylvania 
to Virginia.  Two sons, John and Christian, lived and died in Lancaster County.  Jacob, born 
January 1737, could not have been a son of Christian, who had a son Rudolph, born 
October 1737.  That leaves Michael’s son John (KFM1)53 as a possible father for Jacob.

However, KCL’s listing of the children of John (KFM1) and his wife Anna 
Bomberger names no Jacob among the seven other children.  Nonetheless, Jacob, born 
1737, could logically fit into this family.  It includes oldest son John B., born 1727; probably 
youngest son Michael, born 1746; and in-between, son Christian and daughters Anna, 
Susanna, Mary and Elizabeth, all with date of birth missing.54   There seems to be no 
extant will of John (KFM1), or other document, either, from which to construct a family for 
John and Anna.  And no source is credited in KCL. 

 With DNA testing now linking Jacob (KFC) to the lineage of Michael Kauffman 
(KFM) instead of Isaac (KF), it is conceivable that Jacob Kauffman himself was an 
immigrant, descending from a Kauffman ancestor who never immigrated to America.   This 
fits with family tradition which states that Jacob was born in Germany and emigrated himself 
as an adult to America. 55 

Moreover, AAMG is able to document some, but not all, of Jacob Kauffman’s 
descendants.  This includes Samuel Kauffman (KF11c), listed as the last child of Jacob 
Kauffman (KF11) and Elizabeth Zug.  DNA testing now indicates that Samuel Coffman 
(born before 1792, died 1868, Fayette County, PA, married Mary Catherine Sisler) was 
most likely this same child.   Family tradition states that Samuel Coffman was known as “the 
orphan from over the mountain,” lending support to the belief that his mother was, in fact, 
Elizabeth Zug, who died shortly after his birth.    [ ** NOTE from HKL:  I think it’s 
appropriate to include this information.  Did you intend the whole section in bold would be 
the footnote?   I am leaving this section for you, since I’m not sure how much you want to be 
footnote material.  HKL]  I (We can add a footnote here if others think it appropriate: 
Family tradition among some descendants of Isaac Coffman, son of Samuel, 
states that Mary “Magdalena” Fremeyer of Berks County, PA, daughter of 
53    This code follows that used in this article.  In KFC he is #C-1.

54    KCL, p. 480-514.

55 ‘Kauffman,” ME, Vol. III, p. 156.
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Michael Fremeyer, was Samuel’s mother.  Mary eventually married Christian 
Eutsey (YZB11), son of Amishman Jacob Jutzi (YZB1).  While Mary is listed in 
the AAMG as “Mary Kauffman,” this surname confusion is probably based on 
Mary Fremeyer’s paternity lawsuit against a “Christian Kauffman” recorded in 
the Berks County court records of 1798.   It is possible that Christian Kauffman 
(KF111), son of Jacob, was the defendant .  However, Samuel would have been 
more than five years old when this suit was brought.     The records of 
Schwartzward Church, Berks Co, PA,  document the baptism of a “Samuel,” 
son of “Magdalena Freymauer,” on Dec. 26, 1793, when the child was one year 
and six months old.  However, no clear documentary evidence links Samuel 
Coffman of Fayette County with Mary Fremeyer.  Moreover, in 1817, Samuel 
appears in the tax records of Fayette Co., Saltlick Twp., with 20 acres of land 
valued at $20.  Jacob Kauffman’s (KF11) disbursements journal, which was 
found in his settlement papers after his death in 1818, indicates that his son 
Samuel was advanced funds for boarding, an additional $21, and $1.00 “in lye of 
work.”  Information for this footnote obtained from Maurine Fred Coffman, 
“Samuel Coffman Genealogy”, Jan. 20, 1986, LDS library, and Robert Jesse 
Kauffman.  

Family Listings
The list provided below contains the known children of the four Kauffman progenitors 

featured in this article. We welcome documented additions, subtractions, or other 
corrections.56 

I. KFM  Michael Kauffman (1675-ca 1718), 1717 immigrant to Lancaster County, 
md. 1st Frena ? ____, who birthed the first two children; md. 2nd to Anna Kneisley; d. in 
Lancaster County, Pa.

KFM1 John Kauffman (ca 1700-1755), md. Anna Bomberger; d. Lancaster County.  
(“C1” in KFC)

KFM2  Elizabeth Kauffman (n.d.), md. Christian Steinman. (“C2” in KFC)
KFM3  Martin Kauffman (    -1749), md. Barbara Stauffer; moved from Lancaster 

County to Augusta (now Orange) County, Va., and died there. (“D”in KFC)
KFM4  Christian Kauffman (ca 1710-1745), md. 2nd Magdalena; d. in Lancaster 

County.57  (“G” in KFC)
KFM5  Michael Kauffman (1714-1788), md. 1st Barbara Haldiman; md. 2nd 

56    Family  constructed from various sections of KCL, except as noted.

57    Placement in family and dates from Davis, op. cit., p. 230.  
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Magdalene Stauffer; d. Augusta (now Rockingham) County, Va. (“E” in KFC)
KFM6  David Kauffman (ca 1716-ca 1779);58 wife unknown; died South Carolina or 

Virginia. (“F” in KFC)
KFM7  Christiana Kauffman (ca 1718-?), md. 1739 John Casper Smith.59 

II.  KFA  Andrew Kauffman (ca1690-1743),60 1717 immigrant to Lancaster County, 
1st wife unknown; md 2nd Elizabeth Kneissle; d. in Lancaster County.

KFA1  Andrew Kauffman (    -1763), md. Magdalena Martin.
KFA2  Elizabeth Kauffman (1720-?), md. Christian Meyer.
KFA3  Christian Kauffman (1723-1806), md. Barbara (?Gochenaur).
KFA4  Michael Kauffman (    -1791), md. Catherine Immel.
KFA5  Jacob Kauffman (   -1812), md. Magdalena Hiestand.
KFA6  Anna Kauffman (n.d.), md. prob. 1st, Jacob Crist; md 2nd, Alexander 

Stockslegel or Stocksleger.
KFA7  John Kauffman (    -ca 1810), md. 1st, Catherina Barbara (?Neff); md. 2nd, 

Barbara Martin.
KFA8  Barbara Kauffman (n.d.), md. Michael Schenk.
KFA9.  Veronica Kauffman(   -1818), md. Jacob Witmer.
KFAa.  Mary Kauffman(n.d.), md. Christian Shenk.
KFAb.  Magdalena Kauffman (n.d.),md. John Correll.
KFAc.  (Rev.) Isaac Kauffman (1741-1824), md. Esther ____.  Moved to Virginia.

III.  KF  Isaac Kauffman (1685-   ), 1737 immigrant to Berks County, Pa., md. Anna 
Streit.  Probably died Berks County.61 

KF1  [?] John/Hans Kauffman (1710-    ), wife unknown.
KF2  Barbara Kauffman (1714-    ).
KF3  Isaac Kauffman (1718-ca 1802), md. Catherine Yoder.
KF4  Stephen Kauffman (ca 1725-1800), md. Barbara [?Yoder].
KF5  Christian Kauffman (ca 1728-1764), md. Mary ____.
KF6  [?] Jacob Kauffman (ca 1730-1787), md. Elizabeth [?Beiler].

58    Ibid., p.213.  

59    Named in Davis, op. cit., p. 213, but not in KCL.

60    Family constructed from KCL, “A”  family, unless otherwise noted.  Estimated date of 
birth HKL estimate, also by  Davis, opt. cit., p. 231.

61    Family  listing from AAMG, p. 159; question marks left or adjusted according to DNA 
testing results.
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IV.    KFC Jacob Kauffman (1737-ca 1818),62  md. 1st Elizabeth Zug; md. 2nd, 
Veronica Yoder.  Died Chester County, Pa.

KFC1  Christian Kauffman (1764-1830), md. Anna Fisher.
KFC2  Barbara Kauffman (1765-1838), md. Christian Kurtz.
KFC3  Jacob Kauffman (1766-1831), md. Mary Kurtz.
KFC4  Henry Kauffman (1770-    ).
KFC5  David Kauffman (1771-bef. 19 Mar 1817),63  md. Barbara Kurtz.
KFC6  Daniel Kauffman (1773-1853), md. 1st, Sarah Yoder; md. 2nd, Christina  

Hooley.
KFC7  John Kauffman (1774-1846), md. Anna _____.
KFC8  Abraham Kauffman (ca 1776-    ), md. Veronica Kurtz.
KFC9  Joseph Kauffman (     -1815), d. single.
KFCa  Anna Kauffman (1782-    ), md. Christian Lapp.
KFCb  Mary Kauffman (n.d.), md. Abraham Lapp.
KFCc  Samuel Coffman (ca 1787-1868), md. Mary Catherine Sisler.64  
KFCd  Magdalena Kauffman (1789-    ), md. John Oberholtzer.
KFCe  Unnamed daughter (n.d.), md. Joseph Kurtz.
KFCf   Isaac Kauffman (n.d.)
KFCg  Hannah Kauffman (1796-    ).

DNA Results

As the family genealogist, the birth of my two sons signaled the beginning of my 
search into the life of their direct paternal ancestor, Samuel Coffman, born before 1793, 
died 1868 in Fayette County, Pennsylvania.  Genealogy became a way of passing a 
sense of history and genetic connection onto my sons, particularly since our family lived so 
far from relatives and the familiar places of my childhood.  As a result, our connections and 
sense of family history had faded; genealogy, however, seemed to offer a way to 
reconnect with the past.  Since my sons and I (through marriage) carried the surname 
“Coffman,” it seemed particularly important to discover as much as possible about our 
namesake, Samuel Coffman.

But for genealogists researching this lineage, family history always began with 
62    Family  listing from  AAMG, p. 160, unless otherwise noted.

63    RJK, p. 155-166 probate papers.

64    Ellen Coffman, 06 Jan 2006 email to Duane Kauffman, Hope K. Lind, and others.  
Samuel died in Fayette Co., Pa.
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Samuel himself.  No one knew who his parents were or his place of birth, despite decades 
of diligent research by genealogists.  With Samuel, researchers had hit the proverbial brick 
wall, unable to break through and push the Coffman family history further back in time.  

M. Fred Coffman, another descendant of Samuel Coffman and a family genealogist, 
had researched Samuel’s lineage for decades.  With the aid of other researchers, court 
records from the late 1700’s were discovered in Berks County, Pennsylvania,  
documenting a paternity suit brought by a woman associated through oral family history with 
Samuel.  This family history suggested that this woman was possibly his mother. The 
defendant in the paternity suit was a man named “Christian Kauffman.”

While these documents suggested that this man might be Samuel’s father, there 
appeared to be no further documentary evidence available to confirm this connection.   
Thus, it appeared that we again hit a brick wall.  At this time, however, I had become aware 
of novel and growing area of genealogical research, that of genetic genealogy.  It appeared 
to offer the possibility of confirming genealogical connections with out solid paper trails by 
comparing the “genetic fingerprint” of descendants of various Coffman lineages for possible 
genetic matches.   This novel approach created the possibility of confirming Samuel’s birth 
father simply by comparing the DNA of his descendants with that of Christian Kauffman’s 
descendants.

In the 1700s, Berks County, Pennsylvania was dominated by many Amish-
Mennonite families, including descendants of Isaac Kauffman and his wife, Anna Streit.  
Since Isaac had a grandson Christian Kauffman (born 1762) who was the right age to have 
fathered Samuel, it appeared likely that this man was the defendant in the paternity suit.  
Thus, I began to search for a direct descendant of Christian Kauffman who would not be 
deterred by the novelty of genetic genealogical research or the peculiarity of my request for 
a sample of his DNA.  Finally, a descendant who was willing to be DNA tested was 
located.  As a result, the Kauffman DNA Project was born.

I was greatly dismayed when the DNA test results came back indicating that no 
genetic match existed between Christian Kauffman and Samuel Kauffman.  This man could 
not have been Samuel’s father.  Once again, the brick wall loomed.  I felt an overwhelming 
sense of sadness and disappointment when I conveyed these results to Fred Kauffman, 
the genealogist who had spent years researching Samuel’s lineage.   After that experience, 
I lost interest in the Project and began to focus on other areas of research.   In the 
meanwhile, the Project continued to grow on its own, attracting more and more participants.   
I continued to coordinate and analyze the Kauffman DNA results, although I had come to 
believe that my own personal search ended with Samuel Coffman himself.

A year after the Kauffman DNA Project was begun, when I was no longer thinking 
about Coffman genealogy, my family’s brick wall finally disappeared.  Unexpectedly, I 
received new DNA results indicating an exact genetic match to our Coffman line had been 
located.  The results were clear:  Samuel was a direct descendant of Amishman Jacob 
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Kauffman (born 1737, died  ca.1818 65 in Chester Co., PA, married Elizabeth Zug).   Soon 
thereafter, another unexpected genetic match was found, this time between Jacob’s line 
and that of Michael Kauffman (died 1718, Chester Co., PA, married Anna Kneisley).   
Amazingly, then, in a very short period of time, the Kauffman DNA Project was able to 
connect Samuel with his direct male ancestor, Jacob Kauffman, and even further back in 
time, with the lineage of Michael Kauffman and his wife, Anna Kneisley.  Thus, though the 
generous and willing participation of Kauffman descendants in the DNA Project, Samuel’s 
family had finally been found.
 
The Kauffman DNA Project

For many of the lineages, there is more than one participant in the Project, which 
helps establish the genetic fingerprint of each lineage.  We have three descendants from 
Michael Kauffman (KFM) descending through two different sons (and three different 
grandsons). We have two descendants of Jacob Kauffman (KFC), who match Michael’s 
descendants.  There is  no doubt that Jacob was indeed of the same lineage of Michael.  
We have multiple descendants of Isaac (KF) who have tested -- from sons Isaac, Christian 
and Stephen.  They are all a match to each other.  We have two descendants of Samuel 
Coffman (KFCc) who have tested, who are exact matches of Jacob (KFC) and clearly 
descend directly from him.  They are very, very close matches to Michael (KFM), confirming 
that Samuel (KFCc), Jacob (KFC), and Michael (KFM) are all of the same lineages.  The 
only lineage which does not presently have a second participant is that of Andrew Kauffman 
(KFA).  

Having multiple participants makes it possible to secure the “genetic fingerprints” of 
each other’s lines.  They demonstrate to a fairly accurate degree what the actual Y DNA of 
the original ancestors of Michael (KFM), Isaac (KF), and Jacob (KFC) actually looked like.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE KAUFFMAN DNA PROJECT, 
CONTACT ELLEN COFFMAN AT ELLENLEVY66@YAHOO.COM OR LOG ON 
TO WWW.FAMIILYTREEDNA.COM UNDER THE SURNAME PROJECT 
“KAUFFMAN.”

THIS ARTICLE WAS WRITTEN AND PUBLISHED WITH THE PERMISSION OF 
THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS:  Hope Kauffman Lind,  Harrisonburg, Va.

65 These dates are consistent with the family listing of Jacob KFC.
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